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5It was down to the real thing on the

practical day with eager cops willing to
learn as much as they could. They did
well.

Bust in

bloem

O

ur last Brake & Tyre
Watch project saw
our team return to
Bloemfontein to train
the cops from the
Free State as well as
Northern Cape.
The good news
is that after the two day exercise –
the first day theory and the second
practical - over 60 traffic officials were
empowered with trucking knowledge.
The bad news is that of the 26 trucks
taken off the road for testing, 22 were
served with Discontinuation of Service
notices. That’s an 84% failure rate
writes Patrick O’Leary.
Whenever we set off on another
Brake & Tyre Watch venture, the
team always hopes that we will find
improvements. The hope is that instead
of reporting on trucking failures, we
will discover trucking excellence and
best practice. Alas, that has never been
the case and we have now done 13

5The enthusiasm of the Bloemfontein

traffic officials was stunning. Here
they cheer the success of the training
programme with the FleetWatch Brake &
Tyre Watch team. It truly is a team effort.
exercises across the country. In the
Western Cape, we recorded a 100%
failure rate.
What was most encouraging on this
one was the pure enthusiasm of the
traffic officials towards the learning
process. As one of the senior traffic
officials commented to us a week or so
afterwards:
“I did some post project
assessment at various stations around
Bloemfontein after the training and
have had very positive feedback from
the officers. On Friday, one officer
suspended two vehicles and his
comment was that it feels nice to get
up in the morning and know that with
his new found knowledge, he can make
a difference. Work has changed for him
overnight.”
He added that he had, since
the project, seen some officers in
Bloemfontein suspend a vehicle a day
and their comments were that they felt
confident in identifying unroadworthy
wrecks on the road. “In short, it was
a very successful training project
enhancing the skills of both local and
provincial traffic authorities,” he said.

5Real comfort was the verdict of this

traffic official after trying out the driver’s
seat of the MAN 27.480. If only all cabs
could stay as neat as this.
FleetWatch wishes that operators
would get that same enthusiasm
towards ensuring the roadworthiness
of their trucks. The following pages
show some of the faults found. It just
can’t go on like this.
Once again, FleetWatch would
like to extend a warm thanks to our
partners, without whom none of
this would take place. They are the
real stars in this. Thanks to Wabco,
Bridgestone, HCV, the South African
Road Federation and SANRAL. For
this exercise, we were also joined
by MAN Truck & Bus who brought
along a TGS 27.480 to show the cops
the superb features of a roadworthy
truck tractor. Thank you for that.
And now for the bad news….
read on. q
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Tyre
woes
again!

T

5Yet another ‘Smoothie’ – but not

he lack of tyre care and
maintenance was once
again highlighted as a
major flaw on many of the
trucks inspected during the
Bloemfontein Brake & Tyre Watch
exercise. Spot a tyre fault and you can
be almost sure that other faults will
be present because if an operator does
not care about the condition of what
is the most visible safety components
on a truck, he sure as heck won’t
care about much else. Here, Terence
Bowren of Bridgestone South Africa,
comments on some of the many
tyre faults found and their probable
causes. And it’s not always the driver
or the operator’s fault. q

5Adhesion loss which may not be

The root of
the country’s
road traffic and
road transport
problems can
be summed up
in one word “ATTITUDE”

of the healthy juice variety. This tyre
has been run miles too far and is now
smooth with no tread to speak of - and
is illegal. Is it a lack of maintenance
skills or just a lack of caring?

due to driver or operator abuse. Being
a retread, the process used is by
cleaning up the casing of old dirty tread
and rubber. The new tread in the form
of procured rubber with tread design
is then applied to the old casing by
the process of vulcanizing. Often the
shoulder edges could be contaminated
by handling the casing after cementing
has taken place.

The late Jack Webster

4Tread chunking due to damage by

underfoot conditions. The incorrect tread
design/pattern used in the incorrect
application. Each tread design is
designed for a specific application.

6The outer tyre has been run way

beyond the legal tread depth and is
now smooth and totally illegal. This is
really stupid practise as it now costs
the operator unnecessary money on
replacing the tyre at a higher cost
than retreading the casing – if he had
removed it when there was still some
tread left.

5Here you see circumferential cracking

35C’mon guys!!! This is crazy. Either

in the bead area. This type of failure
could be caused by a number of factors,
namely, incorrect fitment of the bead
area in the seating area of the wheel;
running the tyre at below the required
pressure for the load being carried;
or mismatching of duals. It should,
however, have been spotted long before
reaching this advanced stage though.

the workshop personnel are blind or they
have been told by a totally irresponsible
truck owner to leave this tyre on until it
bursts. Who in their right minds would
deem this tyre fit to be operated on a
vehicle on our roads? Get it out of here.
Apart from being totally unsafe, it is also
costly as the tyre’s tread area is not
used to its full potential.

5Tread tearing away from casing
5Torn thread by underfoot conditions.
Harsh, sharp underfoot conditions
could cause this type of tread cut and
chunking. Too high “speed” on rough
underfoot conditions could also result
in this type of appearance on the tread
area.

shoulder area caused by excessive
scuffing when turning. This phenomenon
is caused by the driver of the vehicle
turning the unit too sharp causing
aggressive scuffing in the shoulder
area on the tyres subjected to the turn
inside. No tyre can withstand such abuse
whether new or retread. Driver style
needs to be addressed.
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Pulling the

industry

down
As per our past Brake
& Tyre Watch projects,
numerous faults were
found on almost every
truck brought in for
testing during our
Bloemfontein project.
With more attention paid
to maintenance, it needn’t
be this way. In these
photographs, we illustrate
some of the faults found
with comments from
our resident expert,
Wolfgang Lehmann, a
man who is arguably one
of the top trailer experts
in the country with over
35 years experience in
the business – and still
counting. There’s some
really shocking stuff being
allowed to operate out
there. It’s such a pity as
it pulls the image of the
whole industry down.
(Photographs taken on site by Kylie O’Leary).

5Classic of the month – no pedal.

5Another one bites the dust as the
license disc is removed.

4No cam-shaft retainer bushes equals
a loose cam-shaft.

5The stabilizer arm is loose in the brackets. Note how the bushes are held in position
with cable ties. (above left and right)

5What makes operators tick? Is it lack
of interest, lack of maintenance, lack of
knowledge or simply a “couldn’t care
less” attitude?

5With the theft rate in this country, the
operator is lucky these batteries haven’t
been stolen. Tacky!

3You’re heading for an expensive repair

when you lose so much engine oil. Obviously
no-one has checked under this truck for ages.

But Officer. It’s
only a few months
overdue.”
Perchance no
licence fee
money because
of lack of orders?

5What a mess. A small bolted-on plate

would have protected the cables and lights.

5Note the mark on the tyre showing that
the tyre is catching on the spring bracket.
Also note that the quick release valve is
hanging in mid-air.

5How can the mechanic miss such
an obvious fault? Among other impacts,
broken or missing shock absorbers
such as this one cause bad tyre wear
problems.
4Wrong brake setting and wrong

slack adjusters. The unit had automatic
adjusters before. Note too that the load
sensing valve is missing.

5The leg gear handles on these two

trailers are unsecured and are ‘flopping’
around due to the hooks being missing.
It’s a potentially dangerous situation and
is easily rectified. So why isn’t it?
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NO BRAKES
Many people do not believe the FleetWatch Brake & Tyre
Watch team when we tell them some of the vehicles we bring
in for testing are operating on the roads with NO BRAKES –
and that includes interlinks! Well here’s proof for you…

T

o dispel the myth that
we’re talking junk,
please have a look at
these photographs,
particularly the one
of the brake tester
showing no brakes on
an axle. The reading is
zero – and this truck was operating
around Bloemfontein. And this was
just one. There were others on the
day and certainly many others we
have found during our exercises in
other provinces.
Keir Guild, technical director of
Wabco, a company which has been
with us as a valued partner from our
first Brake & Tyre Watch exercise
back in 2005, pulls his hair out when
he sees some of the braking faults
found on trucks. Brakes are critical
safety items and yet we have the
evidence that they often get scant
attention in terms of functionality
and often no attention in terms of
maintenance.
There is also an abundance of
ignorance – particularly among
drivers – when it comes to suzy hose
connections. What goes where and
why. We urge operators to please
get their drivers together and train
them on everything around suzy
hoses. The problem is that some
of the operators need training
themselves for there are some blatant
malpractices and mistakes that only
a blind operator would miss when
his rig comes into the yard.
As an aside and while talking of
‘blind’, I recall many years ago when
FleetWatch linked up with Engen to

5I’m sure something is supposed to
happen when I push the brake pedal!!
Oh well, let me think about it while
delivering this load! Tester measuring
brake force shows that this axle has NO
brakes at all!
do eye tests on drivers. The one guy
we tested was completely blind in his
left eye and had about 40% vision
in his right eye. And he was driving
a fully laden interlink. Mmmmm!!!
Seems some operators have similar
vision defects as some of their
drivers.
In these pictures, Keir Guild
comments on and highlights the
faults found on some of the rigs we
tested in Bloemfontein. You can
pick up his incredulity and total
amazement that some operators can
let their rigs run with such faults.
Eieeesh! q

5Yeah sure, this looks legit. I’m

sure this transporter allows his kids
to take trips with the driver in this
vehicle. Where to start? The couplings
are interchangeable, not labelled and
not fixed securely to the vehicle. In
addition, the electrical cable is not a
suzy, so can’t extend when this vehicle
goes around a corner - but can’t be
disconnected either. Makes you question
how this vehicle passed roadworthy to
be able to operate on our roads?

3 This chop knows that his interlink

trailer has a brake binding issue but
rather than sorting it out, he installs a
pipe down the side of the interlink to
supply air to the rear interlink trailer
brake system thus bypassing the front
interlink trailer but doesn’t plug in the
yellow pipe to supply the brake signal!
Again, what is the thinking here?

No
brakes
again!
5This transporter had attached a

yellow suzy with coupling to his long
distance fuel tank. Genius idea as
whenever he wanted to pump fuel from
his long distance tank to his running
tank, he coupled it to the truck and
pressurised the line to push the fluid
through to the other tank. Only problem
was that the driver was now confused as
to which suzy to plug into the trailer…

5My leader interlink trailer doesn’t

have a lighting socket so I’m going to
wrap my followers lighting socket around
this cross member. Yip that will hold!
Seriously, what is the thinking here? The
rear most trailer has NO lights. The only
way you’ll spot it at night it by the sparks
generated from the socket and wire
dragging behind the vehicle.

5Umm…Hmm!!! Did I forget to plug in
5This transporter has made one of

the most common mistakes - attaching
suzies to a semi-trailer. This is explicitly
stated as illegal in the SANS 1207 and
ECE R13, which are the regulations
covering both trucks and trailers!

something? Oh yes, now I remember. I
forgot to plug in my brakes. A common
problem found when drivers have the
trailer brakes binding is that they just
completely disconnect the trailer brake
system from the truck and carry on
driving rather than fixing the problem at
the side of the road.

5Tester measuring brake force shows

that the axle being tested only has
brakes on the left side. Sucks for the
person that’s driving on this vehicle’s left
as when the driver applies brakes, the
vehicle is automatically going to enter
your lane! This is a common fault we
have found on many trucks during our
testing.
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Drain those

Teach
them!

air tanks

I

t is obvious from the FleetWatch
Brake & Tyre Watch exercises that
there seems to be a general lack
of knowledge when it comes to
draining air-tanks on old trucks
and trailers in general. The “muck”
which you see on our hands in the
accompanying photographs when we
drained the air-tanks on some of the
trucks would normally get pushed
through the air-pipes and could clog
up braking valves which can cause
premature braking failure. To
drain an air tank takes less time
than setting the clearance on
a manual slack adjuster and if
your drivers do it once a week –
‘best practice’ is once a day - you
will always have clean air in the
system.

No!
It’s not
mud!

5It’s always a pleasure teaching a

driver where the air tank drain valve is
fitted. Will all operators please do the
same with their drivers.

5This was no ‘mud wrestling’

competition. That stuff on our hands
came out of the air tanks on two
different trucks.

Train drivers to
drain air-tanks
on trucks once a week
- and there
will always be
clean air in the
system.

5Another dirty air-tank that hasn’t

been drained for ages. Do your drivers
know it has to be done and more
importantly, how to do it?

